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Specializing in Aluminum Honeycomb Panels

Request a Quote
Learn More
Lightweight, High-Strength Aluminum Honeycomb Panels for Diverse Applications
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Fully Customizable Aluminum Honeycomb Panels











High strength to weight ratio











Expert Technical Support











High-Quality Production

























Our aluminum honeycomb panels are engineered to provide high structural strength with minimal weight. Each panel features an aluminum honeycomb core expanded into a hexagonal structure, sandwiched between two aluminum facings, and bonded with a high strength adhesive. The result is a durable, rigid, and long-lasting panel solution for a wide variety of projects and environments.
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Our Custom Capabilities


CNC Routing

 Our advanced CNC routing capabilities allow us to provide precise and efficient machining services for aluminum honeycomb panels. With our state-of-the-art CNC routers, we can cut, shape, and contour panels to your exact specifications, creating complex geometries and intricate designs with exceptional accuracy. 

Learn More





Oversized Panels

We specialize in producing custom-sized panels that exceed the typical dimensions, allowing you to create seamless, high-performance structures without the need for joining multiple smaller panels. Our manufacturing processes and equipment enable us to maintain the same level of precision, strength, and quality in our oversize panels as we do in our standard-sized offerings.

Learn More




Enclosures, Endcaps & Hardpoints

No panel too complicated. We pride ourselves on our ability to customize aluminum honeycomb panels to meet your exact specifications. Our skilled technicians can seamlessly integrate endcaps, enclosures, and hardpoints into any panel, enhancing its functionality and durability.

Learn More




Prototyping

Test and refine your designs before committing to full-scale production. We can create accurate and functional prototypes of your aluminum honeycomb panel designs in a timely and cost-effective manner. Validate your designs, make necessary adjustments, and streamline your development process, ultimately bringing your innovative products to market faster.

Learn More


















Our Process











01. 

Request a quote.








02.


Work closely with the Pacific Panels team to confirm and finalize your specs.







03.


Receive an estimate with estimated production and delivery times.







04.


Your panels go into production and we will keep you updated along the way.







05.

Your order ships directly to you from Oakland, CA. 


















Who We Are




Pacific Panels is a leading aluminum honeycomb panel manufacturer that specializes in creating high-quality panels for a wide range of applications. From clean rooms to elevators, our panels are a unique and versatile solution. 


 


We take pride in our attention to detail and our commitment to producing panels of the highest quality.
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Why Choose Pacific Panels







    
        
        
    






60+ Years Expertise in Panel Manufacturing

We have decades of experience in honeycomb panel design and production.

We understand that every project is unique, which is why we are best suited to offer you and your team the knowledge, support and manufacturing experience to produce the highest quality panel at competitive pricing. 
















Ready to get started?

Tell us more about your project and we'll get to work.

Request a Quote
    
        
    




Have any questions?

We're here to help. Send us a message and one of our specialists will get back to you promptly. 

Send a Message
    
        
    




Call us at 510-568-7288





















Contact

74 98th Avenue


Oakland, CA 94603


sales@pacificpanels.com


510-568-7288


M-F 8AM-4:30PM PT

Request a Quote






Join our mailing list

Stay up to date on industry news and innovation.  

Email

Submit
Thanks for submitting!
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